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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a new music-playback interface for trial
listening, SmartMusicKIOSK. In music stores, short trial listening of CD music is not usually a passive experience —
customers often search out the chorus or “hook” of a song using the fast-forward button. Listening of this type, however,
has not been traditionally supported. This research achieves
a function for jumping to the chorus section and other key
parts of a song plus a function for visualizing song structure.
These functions make it easier for a listener to find desired
parts of a song and thereby facilitate an active listening experience. The proposed functions are achieved by an automatic
chorus-section detecting method, and the results of implementing them as a listening station have demonstrated their
usefulness.
music-playback interface, music interaction,
chorus detection, song structure, audio visualization
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1 INTRODUCTION

When “trial listening” to prerecorded music on compact discs
(CDs) at a music store, a listener often takes an active role in
the playback of musical pieces or songs by picking out only
those sections of interest. This new type of music interaction
differs from passive music appreciation in which people usually listen to entire musical selections. To give some background, CD stores in recent years have come to install music
listening stations to allow customers to listen to CDs on a
trial basis to facilitate a decision on purchasing. In general,
the main objective of listening to music is to appreciate it, and
for this reason, it is common for a listener to play a musical
selection from start to finish. In trial listening, however, the
objective is to quickly determine whether a selection is the
music one has been looking for and whether one likes it, and
because of this time constraint, the above manner of listening
to full selections is rare here. In the case of popular music, for
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example, customers often want to listen to the most representative, uplifting part of a song, i.e., the chorus or refrain, to
pass judgment on that song.1 This desire produces a special
way of listening in which the trial listener first listens briefly
to a song’s “intro” and then jumps ahead in search of the chorus by pushing the fast-forward button repeatedly, eventually
finding it and listening to it.
The functions provided by conventional listening stations
for music CDs, however, do not support this unique way
of trial listening. These listening stations are equipped with
playback-operation buttons typical of an ordinary CD player,
and among these, only the fast-forward and rewind buttons
can be used to find the chorus section of a song. On the
other hand, digital listening stations that have recently come
to be installed in CD stores enable playback of several hundred thousands of musical selections stored in MP3 or other
compression formats from a hard disk or over the network.
Here, however, only the beginning of each musical selection
(an interval of about 45 seconds) is mechanically excerpted
and stored, which means that a trial listener may not necessarily hear the chorus section.2
Against the above background, we propose SmartMusicKIOSK, a music listening station equipped with a chorus-search
function. With SmartMusicKIOSK, a trial listener can jump
to the beginning of a song’s chorus (perform an instantaneous
fast-forward to the chorus) by simply pushing the button for
this function. This eliminates the hassle of searching for the
chorus by oneself. SmartMusicKIOSK also provides a function for jumping to the beginning of the next structural section
of the song by either estimating or preparing beforehand other
repeated sections in addition to chorus sections. For example,
using this function on a song structure like “intro ⇒ (verse A
⇒ verse B ⇒ chorus) × 2 ⇒ chorus” would enable the trial
listener to jump freely to the beginning of those verse-A or
1 This is influenced by the common practice of playing the chorus section
of songs when introducing a pop-music hit chart on a music program or when
using music in commercial messages in broadcasting.
2 In this regard, it has been said that songs that begin with the chorus are
on the increase in Japan’s popular music world. To check the validity of this
belief, we conducted a survey on Japan’s popular-music hit chart (top 20
singles ranked weekly from January to December 2001) and found that only
about 20% of those songs featured a chorus that begin within 40 seconds of
the start of the song.
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chorus sections.

1. Sound of fast playback that can be heard while holding
down the fast-forward/rewind button

Much research has been performed in the field of music information processing especially in relation to music information retrieval [16, 17, 18, 25] and music understanding
[3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 22, 27], but there has been practically none in
the area of trial listening. Interaction between people and music can be mainly divided into two types: the creating/active
side (composing, performing, etc.) and the receiving/passive
side (appreciating music, hearing background music, etc.).
Trial listening, on the other hand, differs from the latter type,
that is, musical appreciation, since it involves listening to musical selections while taking an active part in their playback.
This is why we felt that this activity would be a new and interesting subject for research.

2. Sound just after releasing the button
3. Display of elapsed time from the start of the selection in
question.
Consequently, if a listener wanted to listen to the chorus of
a song, for example, the listener would have to look for it
manually by pressing and releasing a button any number of
times.
These types of feedback are essentially the same when using media-player software on a personal computer (PC) to
listen to songs recorded on a hard disk, although a playbackposition “slider” may be provided. The total length of such
a slider corresponds to the length of a song, and the listener
can manipulate the slider lever to jump to any position in a
song understanding that the position of the lever corresponds
to some percentage of total elapsed time. Here as well, however, the listener must use manual means to search out a specific playback position, so nothing has really changed.

This paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 discusses
past interaction formats for playing back music and Section 3
describes the overall configuration of the new SmartMusicKIOSK listening station. Section 4 then proposes an automatic
chorus-section detecting method using musical audio signals
for achieving a chorus-search function and describes it in detail. Next, Section 5 shows experimental results of evaluating this chorus-section detecting method and testing the music listening station we implemented with the method. Finally, Section 6 discusses related research and applications
and Section 7 summarizes this paper’s contributions.

3

The SmartMusicKIOSK music listening station has been developed to support interactive specification of playback position and thereby solve the above problem. Specifically, for
music that would normally not be understood unless some
time was taken for listening, the problem here is how to enable changing between specific playback positions before actual listening. The following two methods are proposed to
solve this problem assuming the main target to be popular
music.

2 PAST FORMS OF INTERACTION IN MUSIC PLAYBACK

The ability to play an interactive role in music playback by
changing the current playback position is a relatively recent
development in the history of music. In the past, before it
became possible to record the audio signals of music, a listener could only listen to a musical piece at the place where
it was performed live. Then, when the recording of music to
records and tape became a reality, it did become possible to
change playback from one musical selection to another, but
the bother and time involved in doing so made this a form
of non-real-time interaction. The ability of a listener to play
back music interactively really only began with the coming of
technology for recording music onto magneto-optical media
like CDs. These media made it possible to move the playback
position almost instantly with just a push of a button making
it easy to jump from one song to another while listing to music.

1. Automatic jumping to the beginning of sections relevant
to a song’s structure (“jump to chorus” function)
The structure of a song is analyzed beforehand and functions are provided enabling automatic jumping to sections
that would be of interest to listeners. These functions are
“jump to chorus,” “jump to previous section in song,” and
“jump to next section in song.” With these functions, a
listener can directly jump and listen to chorus sections, or
jump to the previous or next section of the song.
2. Visualization of song contents (“music map” function)

However, while it became easy to move between selections
(CD tracks), there was not sufficient support for interactively
changing the playback position within a selection as demanded
by trial listening. Typical playback-operation buttons found
on conventional CD players (including music listening stations) are play, pause, stop, fast-forward, rewind, jump to
next track, and jump to previous track (a single button may be
used to perform more than one function). Among these, only
the fast-forward and rewind buttons can change the playback
position within a musical selection. Here, however, listeners
are provided with only the following three types of feedback
as aids to finding the position desired.
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INTELLIGENT MUSIC LISTENING STATION: SmartMusicKIOSK

A function is provided to enable the contents of a song
to be visualized to help the listener decide where to jump
next. Specifically, this function provides a visual representation of the song’s structure consisting of chorus sections and repeated sections, as shown in Figure 1. From
this display, the positional relationship among the intro,
verse A, verse B, chorus, and other sections of the song
can be interpreted. While examining this display, the listener can use the automatic jump buttons, the usual fastforward/rewind buttons, or playback slider to move to any
point of interest in the song.
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– NEXT CHORUS
corresponding to the functions of “jump to previous section in song,” “jump to next section in song,” and “jump to
chorus.” These buttons are marked with newly designed
symbols.
Pressing the NEXT CHORUS button causes the system
to search for the next chorus in the song from the present
position (returning to the first one if none remain) and to
jump to the start of that chorus. A chorus is generally repeated several times in a song, and the system will jump to
the next chorus every time this button is pressed. Pressing
the other two buttons causes the system to search for the
immediately following section or immediately preceding
section with respect to the present position and to jump
to the start of that section. While searching, the system
ignores section-end points.

Figure 1: SmartMusicKIOSK screen display. The
lower window presents the playback-operation buttons and the upper window provides a visual representation of a song’s contents (results of automatic
chorus-section detection using RWC Music Database
[9] RWC-MDB-P-2001 No. 18). The horizontal axis
of the upper window is the time axis covering the entire song; the top row shows chorus sections, the five
lower rows show repeated sections, and the bottom
horizontal bar is a playback slider.

• Song-structure display window (upper window)
The top row of this display provides a visual representation of chorus sections while the lower rows (five maximum in the current implementation) provide a visual representation of repeated sections.3 On each row, colored
sections indicate similar (repeated) sections. In Figure 1,
for example, the second row from the top indicates the
structural repetition of “verse A ⇒ verse B ⇒ chorus”
(the longest repetition of a visual representation often suggests such a structural repetition); the bottom row with
two short colored sections indicates the similarity between
the “intro” and “ending” of this song. In addition, the thin
horizontal bar at the very bottom of this window is a playback slider whose position corresponds to elapsed time in
the song.
Clicking directly on a section (touching in the case of a
touch panel or tablet PC) plays that section and clicking
the playback slider changes the playback position.

Figure 2: Screen interface as used by a conventional media player. The lower window displays the
playback-operation buttons and the upper horizontal
bar is a playback slider.

The above interface functions promote a type of listening in
which the listener first listens to the intro of a song for just a
short time and then jumps and listens to the chorus with just
a push of a button.4 Furthermore, by visualizing the entire
structure of a song, the listener can choose various parts of a
song for trial listening.

Figure 1 also shows the screen display of the SmartMusicKIOSK interface. For the sake of comparison, Figure 2 shows
the interface screen excluding the newly proposed functions
so that only the seven standard playback-operation buttons
remain. These seven buttons are named, from left to right,
STOP, PAUSE, PLAY, PREV TRACK, REW, FF, and NEXT
TRACK, each marked by the customary symbol for the function in question. In addition, elapsed time from the beginning of the song is displayed above the STOP button. The
following describes the lower and upper windows shown in
Figure 1.

4

METHOD FOR ACHIEVING SmartMusicKIOSK

To achieve the SmartMusicKIOSK automatic-jump and visualization functions described above, descriptions of the chorus sections and repeated sections in each song are essential.
Furthermore, to accommodate a large number of songs in actual operation, these descriptions must be obtained in an au-

• Playback operation window (lower window)
The three automatic jump buttons added to those of Figure 2
are named, from left to right:
– PREV SECTION
– NEXT SECTION
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3 One of the lower rows is usually equivalent to the top row because chorus sections are selected from groups of repeated sections as described in
Section 4.2.
4 Both a “PREV CHORUS” and “NEXT CHORUS” button may also be
prepared in the playback operation window. Only one button was used here
for the following reasons. (1) Pushing the present NEXT CHORUS button
repeatedly loops through all chorus sections enabling the desired chorus to
be found quickly. (2) A previous chorus can be returned to immediately by
simply clicking on that section in the song-structure display window.
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Extracting 12-dimensional chroma vectors

We therefore propose a method, called RefraiD (Refrain Detecting Method), that automatically detects the beginning and
end points of chorus sections and repeated sections in a song
with a focus on popular music. Although other chorus-detection
methods have been reported [1, 2, 19], they only extract a
single segment from several chorus sections by detecting a
repeated section of a designated length as the most representative of a song. None of these previous methods addressed
the problem of detecting all the chorus sections in a song and
identifying both ends of those chorus sections. Furthermore,
while chorus sections are sometimes modulated (the key is
changed) during their repetition in a song, the previous methods were not able to deal with modulated repetition. The RefraiD, on the other hand, makes it possible to detect all repeated chorus sections in a song and to estimate their beginning and end points by examining the mutual relationships
among various repeated sections. This method also incorporates a new similarity measure that enables detection of a
repeated chorus section even after modulation.

Calculating similarity between chroma vectors
Listing repeated sections
Integrating repeated sections
Integrating repeated sections with modulation
Selecting chorus sections
List of chorus sections

List of repeated sections

Figure 3: Overview of chorus-section detecting
method RefraiD.

or mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) as used in
audio/speech signal processing.
Problem 2: Repetition judgment criterion
The criterion establishing just how high similarity must
be for repetition to occur depends on the song. It could be
easily set for a small number of specific songs by manual
means. For a large song set, however, this criterion would
have to be automatically modified based on the song being
processed.

Although the results of automatic detection here may include
some errors and are therefore not 100% accurate, they still
provide the listener with a valuable aid to finding a desired
playback position and make a listening station much more
convenient than in the past. If, however, there are times when
an accurate description is required, results of automatic detection may be manually corrected. For this reason, we developed an editor enabling manual labeling and correction of
chorus sections and of the song structure on the whole. Manual labeling is a useful tool for songs not suitable for automatic detection or outside the category of popular music.

Problem 3: Estimating both ends (beginning and end points)
of repeated sections
The beginning and end points of repeated sections must be
estimated by examining the mutual relationships among
the various repeated sections. For example, given the
song having the structure (A B C B C C), the long repetition corresponding to (B C) would be obtained by a simple
repetition search. The both ends of the C section in (B C)
could be inferred, however, from the information obtained
on the final repetition of C in this structure.

4.1 Problems in chorus-section detection

To enable the handling of a large number of songs in popular music, this research aims for a general and robust chorussection detection method using no prior information on acoustic features unique to choruses. To this end, we focus on the
fact that chorus sections are usually the most repeated sections of a song and adopt the following basic strategy: find
sections that repeat and output those that appear most often.
It must be pointed out, however, that it is difficult for a computer to judge repetition because it is rare for repeated sections to be exactly the same. The following summarizes the
main problems that must be addressed in this regard.

Problem 4: Detecting modulated repetition
Because the acoustic features of a section generally undergo a significant change after modulation (key change),
similarity with the section before modulation is low, making it difficult to judge repetition. The detection of modulated repetition is important since modulation sometimes
occurs in chorus repetitions in the latter half of a song.

Problem 1: Acoustic features and similarity

4.2

Whether a section is a repetition of another must be judged
on the basis of similarity between the acoustic features
obtained from each section. In this process, similarity
must be high between acoustic features even if the accompaniment or melody line changes somewhat in the
repeated section. This condition is difficult to satisfy if
acoustic features are taken to be simple power spectrums
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Considering 12 destination keys

Audio signals

tomated manner. It is difficult, however, to obtain such descriptions from complex real-world audio signals of music,
and we cannot use existing techniques for this purpose.

Overview of the chorus-section detecting method:
RefraiD

Figure 3 shows the process flow of RefraiD, a chorus-section
detecting method that solves the problems described above.
1. Extract 12-dimensional chroma vectors and calculate similarity
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log-scale frequency

l (lag)

Line segments corresponding
to repetition of the half of C

l (lag)

STFT power spectrum

Line segments corresponding
to repetition of C
130 Hz

8 kHz

Line segment corresponding
to repetition of ABCC
Line segment
corresponding to
repetition of C

Summation over
six octaves

Chroma vector

A: verse A
B: verse B
C: chorus

C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B
Figure 4: Overview of calculating 12-dimensional
chroma vector.
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The similarity r(t, l) between the chroma vectors v(t) and
v(t − l) is defined as



 v(t)
 maxc vc (t) − maxvc(t−l)
vc (t−l) 
√
r(t, l) = 1 −
,
(4)
12
where√l (0 ≤ l ≤ t) is the lag. Since the denominator 12 is the length of the diagonal line of the 12dimensional hypercube with edge length 1, r(t, l) satisfies
0 ≤ r(t, l) ≤ 1.

(1)

2. List repeated sections

The BPFc,h (f ) is a bandpass filter that passes the signal
at the log-scale frequency Fc,h (in cents5 ) of pitch class c
in octave position h6
Fc,h = 1200h + 100(c − 1)

A

Figure 5: A plot of line segments, the similarity r(t, l),
and the possibility Rall (t, l) of containing line segments. The similarity r(t, l) is defined in the rightangled isosceles triangle in the lower right-hand corner. The actual r(t, l) is noisy and ambiguous and usually contains many line segments irrelevant to chorus
sections.

The method first extracts a 12-dimensional feature vector
called a chroma vector, which is robust to small changes
of accompaniments, from each frame of an input audio
signal and calculates the similarity between these vectors (solution to Problem 1). Figure 4 shows an overview
of calculating the chroma vector. The 12-dimensional
chroma vector v(t) is extracted from the power spectrum,
Ψp (f, t) at the log-scale frequency f at time t, calculated by using the short-time Fourier transform (STFT).
Each element of v(t) corresponds to a pitch class c (c =
1, 2, . . . 12) in the equal temperament and is represented
as vc (t):
OctH 


r (t,l)

The method then lists pairs of repeated sections by using
an adaptive repetition-judgment criterion that is configured by an automatic threshold selection method based on
a discriminant criterion [20] (solution to Problem 2). Pairs
of repeated sections are obtained from r(t, l). Considering
that r(t, l) is drawn within the right-angled isosceles triangle in the two-dimensional time-lag space as shown in
Figure 5, the method finds line segments that are parallel
to the horizontal time axis and that indicate consecutive
regions with high r(t, l). When the section between the
time T 1 and T 2 is denoted [T 1, T 2], each line segment
between the points (T 1, L1) and (T 2, L1) is represented
as (t = [T 1, T 2], l = L1), which means that the section
[T 1, T 2] is similar to (i.e., is the repetition of) the section [T 1 − L1, T 2 − L1]. In other words, a line segment
indicates a repeated-section pair.
To find (t = [T 1, T 2], l = L1) in r(t, l), the possibility of
containing line segments at the lag l, Rall (t, l), is evaluated at the current time t (e.g., at the end of the song) as
follows (Figure 5):
 t
r(τ, l)
Rall (t, l) =
dτ.
(5)
t−l
l
Before this calculation, r(t, l) is normalized by subtracting the mean of r(t, l) in the adjacent area.

(2)

and is defined using a Hanning window as follows:


2π(f − (Fc,h − 100))
1
BPFc,h (f) =
1 − cos
.
2
200
(3)
This filter is applied to octaves from OctL to OctH .
In the current implementation, the input signal is digitized
at 16-bits/16-kHz, and then the STFT with a 4096-sample
Hanning window is calculated by using the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). Since the FFT frame is shifted by 1280
samples, the discrete time step (1 frame shift) is 80 ms.
The OctL and OctH , the octave range for the summation
of Equation (1), are respectively 3 and 8. This covers six
octaves (130 Hz to 8 kHz).
5 Frequency f
Hz in hertz is converted to frequency fcent in cents so that
there are 100 cents to a tempered semitone and 1200 to an octave: fcent =
3
1200 log2 (fHz / (440 × 2 12 −5 )).
6 In the Shepard’s helix representation of pitch perception [23], c and h
respectively correspond to chroma and height.
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Figure 5, these locations can be expected to be detected at
this step. In this way, both ends of sections in each group
can be revised appropriately (solution to Problem 3) and
obtained line segments can be validated.

similarity between
chroma vectors

similarity
region above a threshold

4. Integrate repeated sections with modulation
Denoting the chroma vector of a certain performance as
v(t) and the chroma vector of the performance modulated
by a semitone tr as v(t) , each dimension of these vectors corresponds to a pitch class. Accordingly, the values
resulting from shifting each dimension of v(t) by modulation width tr come to approximate the values of v(t)
before modulation (v(t) =.. S trv(t) ). This shift operation7
can be expressed by a shift matrix S as follows.
 0 1
0
··· ··· 0 

time τ
similarity between
chroma vectors

similarity
region above a threshold

S

time τ

Figure 6: Examples of the similarity r(τ, L1) at highpeak lags L1. The bottom horizontal bars indicate
the regions above an automatically adjusted threshold,
which means they correspond to line segments.
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(7)

5. Select chorus sections
Each group i of repeated sections is evaluated for their
possibility νi of being chorus sections and the group for
which m = argmaxi νi is taken to be chorus sections.
Chorus possibility νi is defined as the summation of reliability (local chorus possibility) λij determined for each
of Mi sections j within group i, with this summation
weighted by section length Li as shown below (constant
Dlen =1.4 sec).


Mi

Li
νi = 
λij  log
(9)
Dlen
j=1

(6)

where ω1 and ω2 are the probabilities of class occurrence
(number of peaks in each class / total number of peaks),
and µ1 and µ2 are the mean of peak heights in each class.
The line segments are finally searched in the direction of
the horizontal time axis on the one-dimensional function
r(τ, L1) (L1 ≤ τ ≤ t) at the lag L1 of each high peak.
After smoothing r(τ, L1) by using a moving average filter,
the method obtains line segments on which the smoothed
r(τ, L1) is above a threshold (Figure 6). This threshold is
also adjusted by using the automatic threshold selection
method.

Here, λij is the average of similarity rtr (t, l) in the corresponding line segments and is modified so that those
items that satisfy the following three assumptions take on
a higher value.
Assumption 1: Chorus has an appropriate, allowed range
(7.7 to 40 sec in the current implementation).
Assumption 2: When there is a repeated section that is
long enough to likely correspond to the repetition of
a long section like (verse A ⇒ verse B ⇒ chorus) ×
2, the chorus section is likely to be at the end of that
repeated section.

3. Integrate repeated sections
Since each line segment indicates just a pair of repeated
sections, it is necessary to organize into a group the line
segments that have common sections. At this time, the
method redetects line segments that were missed in bottomup detection using information on other line segments.
For example, even if two instances of the line segment
corresponding to repetition of C are not obtained on the
long line segment corresponding to repetition of ABCC in
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Using this feature of chroma vectors and considering 12
destination keys, 12 types of similarity rtr (t, l) corresponding to each tr can be redefined as follows.

 tr

 S v(t)
 maxc vc (t) − maxvc(t−l)
vc (t−l) 
√
rtr (t, l) = 1 −
(8)
12
As a starting point, detection of repeated sections as described earlier can be performed for the above 12 types of
similarity followed by the combining of all repeated sections (solution to Problem 4).

The method then picks up high peaks above a threshold ThR of Rall (t, l) to search for line segments after
smoothing Rall (t, l) by using a moving average filter. Because the threshold ThR is closely related to the repetitionjudgment criterion that should be adjusted for each song,
we use an automatic threshold selection method based on
a discriminant criterion [20]. When dichotomizing the
peak heights into two classes by a threshold, the optimal
threshold is obtained by maximizing the discriminant criterion measure that is defined by the following betweenclass variance:
2
σB
= ω1 ω2 (µ1 − µ2 )2 ,

=

7 Note that this operation is not applicable to other acoustic features such
as simple power spectrums and MFCC features.
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Assumption 3: Because a chorus section tends to have
two half-length repeated sub-sections within its section, a section having those sub-sections is likely to be
the chorus section.
RefraiD outputs a list of chorus sections found in the above
way as well as a list of repeated sections obtained as its intermediate result.
5 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

We built a SmartMusicKIOSK system incorporating all the
functions described in Section 3. The system is executed with
files that include descriptions of chorus sections and repeated
sections, which can be obtained by the RefraiD chorus-section
detecting method. While various sets of repeated sections
were obtained as results of automatic detection, the current
implementation uses only the top five levels of long repeated
sections for jumping and visual representations.

Figure 7: Demonstration of SmartMusicKIOSK implemented on a tablet PC.

labeled manually. To enable this task, we developed a songstructure labeling editor that can divide up a song and correctly label chorus sections and repeated sections. This editor
can also perform manual labeling of the kind described at the
beginning of Section 4.

In this system, the song-file playback engine, GUI module,
and audio-device control module are all implemented as separate processes to improve extendibility. These processes have
been ported on several operating systems, such as Linux, SGI
IRIX, and Microsoft Windows, and can be distributed over
a LAN (Ethernet) and connected by using a network protocol called RACP (Remote Audio Control Protocol), which we
have designed to enable efficient sharing of audio signals and
various types of control information. This protocol is an extension of RMCP [11] enabling the transmission of audio signals.

We compared the output of the proposed method with the correct chorus sections that were hand-labeled by using this labeling editor. The degree of matching between the detected
and correct chorus sections was evaluated by using the Fmeasure [26], which is the harmonic mean of the recall rate
(R) and the precision rate (P ):

Figure 7 shows a photograph of the SmartMusicKIOSK system taken during a technical demonstration in February 2003.
This system can be executed on a stand-alone tablet PC (Microsoft Windows XP Tablet PC Edition, Pentium III 933 MHz
CPU) as shown in the center of the photograph. It could be
operated by touching the screen with a pen and by pushing
the keys of an external keypad (center-right of the photograph) that duplicates the playback-button group shown on
the screen.

F-measure =

2RP
R+P

(10)

total length of correctly detected chorus sections
(11)
total length of correct chorus sections
total length of correctly detected chorus sections
. (12)
P =
total length of detected chorus sections
R=

The output for a song was judged to be correct if its F-measure
is more than 0.75. For the case of modulation (key change),
a chorus section was judged correctly detected only if the relative width of key shift matched the actual width.

The following first describes the results of evaluating the RefraiD chorus-section detecting method and then the results of
running the SmartMusicKIOSK system.

The results of this evaluation revealed that 80 songs out of
100 were returned correct (with the average F-measure of
those 80 songs being 0.938). The main reasons that the
method made mistakes were choruses that did not repeat more
times than other sections and the repetition of similar accompaniments throughout most of a song. Among these 100
songs, 10 had modulated choruses, and 9 of these could be
detected correctly. In addition, 22 songs had choruses exhibiting significant changes in accompaniment or melody on
repetition, and 21 of these were detected; the repeated chorus section itself was correctly detected in 16 of these. There
results show that the method is robust enough to deal with
real-world audio signals.

5.1 Evaluation of the automatic chorus-section detecting method

We evaluated the accuracy of chorus-section detection obtained by the RefraiD method. The method was tested on 100
songs of the popular-music database “RWC Music Database:
Popular Music” (RWC-MDB-P-2001 Nos. 1−100) [9], which
is an original database available to researchers around the
world. These 100 songs were originally composed, arranged,
performed, and recorded in a way that reflected the complexity and diversity of real-world music. In addition, to provide
a reference for judging whether detection results are right or
wrong, correct chorus sections in targeted songs had to be
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Condition 3, which corresponds to the addition of three jump
buttons to an ordinary media player, was found to be more
convenient than such a player despite the absence of a songstructure display. The results of Condition 4, moreover, revealed that visualization of song structure facilitated jump operations and the listening to various parts of a song. In general, listeners who had received no explanation about jumpbutton functions or display windows were nevertheless able
to surmise their purpose in little time.

5.2 Results of SmartMusicKIOSK operation

We ran our SmartMusicKIOSK system under the four conditions described below corresponding to the presence or
absence of each of the two proposed functions (jump buttons and song-structure display). Subjects chose songs that
they had never listened to before from among the RWC Music Database mentioned above (RWC-MDB-P-2001), and
for these songs, subjects could view correct structure descriptions obtained by the automatic chorus-section detecting
method. Furthermore, to allow a fair comparison of operation
results under these four conditions, the function that allows
the listener to click directly on a section on the song-structure
display for playback was not used.

The above results demonstrate that the proposed interface
works and that pushing jump buttons while receiving visual
assistance from the song-structure display enables listeners
to play back songs in an interactive manner. Trial-listening
operation has also revealed that the proposed functions for
jumping to the next chorus or to the previous or next section
of a song are intuitively easy to use requiring no training.

The following describes these four conditions and corresponding operation results.
Condition 1: None of the proposed functions provided (as in
setup of Figure 2)

6

While this research dealing with interaction in music playback has not been pursued in the past, there are various examples of research related to music visualization and music
summarization. In the following, we introduce some of this
research and consider how interaction in music playback need
not be limited to trial-listening scenarios. We also discuss
what kind of situations the proposed method could be applied
to.

If the chorus was not found at the beginning of the song,
the listener would push the fast-forward button and then
listen for a while, repeating this 5 to 10 times until the chorus appeared. This fast-forward type of operation while
briefly listening to the song is time consuming and troublesome but nevertheless useful when one wants to catch
the mood of a song.
Condition 2: No jump buttons but song-structure display provided

6.1

Listeners found this setup to be more convenient than that
of Condition 1 since the song-structure display provided
good feedback as to how far one should fast-forward for
playback. On the other hand, by displaying points beyond the current playback position, listeners often felt
frustrated that they could not jump directly to those points.

Related research

As described in Section 5.2, music visualization as in a songstructure display is effective as a guide to changing playback
position during trial listening. In this regard, visualization
of the information contained in music is certainly nothing
new — one need only think of sheet music or piano-roll displays of MIDI data.8 In addition, several music visualization techniques have been proposed with the objective of analyzing expression mainly in classical music performances
[12, 13, 14, 24]. These techniques, however, are limited to
MIDI data and cannot be applied to musical audio signals.
They also cannot be used to display the structure of repeated
choruses or other sections of a song as in this research, or to
interactively select a location for listening while viewing the
overall form of a song in popular music.

Condition 3: Jump buttons provided but no song-structure
display
After listening to the intro of a song, the tendency here
was to push the NEXT CHORUS button to go directly to
a chorus section, or to push the NEXT SECTION button
and listen briefly, repeating this until the chorus appeared
and then listening carefully. Listeners felt that listening
while jumping was efficient and preferred this setup to that
of Condition 2.

Needless to say, it is easy to display waveforms of audio signals and frequency spectrums as a visualization of musical
audio signals. However, even if listeners can view such displays for an entire song, they often find it difficult to determine musical structure and to accurately judge playback position.

Condition 4: All proposed functions provided (as in setup of
Figure 1)
This setup combined the advantages of the setups under
conditions 2 and 3 and was consequently evaluated as the
most convenient by listeners. Furthermore, in addition
to the manner of listening under Condition 3, there was
a strong tendency to listen while moving back and forth
as desired on the song structure. For example, a listener
might listen to the first instance of the chorus and then return to verse A, and then jump to a repeated chorus section
in the latter half of the song.
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DISCUSSION

The research presented in this paper is related to several studies of music summarization that have recently come to light
[4, 15, 21]. Music summarization aims to shorten the length
8 A method for displaying colored regions corresponding to notes on a
2D screen with time as the horizontal axis and MIDI note numbers (usually
a keyboard display) as the vertical axis.
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of a song, and therefore shares one of the objectives of trial
listening, that is, to listen to music in a short time. At the
same time, music summarization of the types reported has
not considered an interactive form of listening as taken up by
our research. From the viewpoint of trial listening, the ability of a user to easily select any section of a song for listening
in a true interactive fashion is extremely significant. In the
following section, we continue this discussion on active listening.

ing functions for jumping to the beginning of sections that
repeat in the song. It does not, however, allow jumping to
the beginning of non-repeated sections (e.g., interludes, guitar solos). Extension to an “interface that makes it easy to
understand the mood of a song” is left as a future research
topic.
6.3

Applications

In addition to the use described in this paper, the SmartMusicKIOSK functions and the RefraiD chorus-section detecting method have a potentially wide range of application. The
following presents key application examples.

6.2 Interface for active listening of music

In recent years, the music-usage scene has been expanding
and usage styles of choosing music as one wishes, checking
its content, and at times even extracting portions of music
have likewise been increasing. For example, in addition to
trial listening of CDs at music stores, musical ring tones can
now be selected for cellular phones, appropriate background
music can be selected in certain situations, and music can be
accessed on the World Wide Web. On the other hand, interfaces for music playback have become fixed to standard
playback-operation buttons even after the appearance of the
CD player and computer-based media players as described in
Section 2. Interfaces of this type, while suitable for passive
appreciation of music, are inadequate for interactively finding sections of interest within a song.

• Digital listening station
A digital listening station as introduced in Section 1 mechanically excerpts and stores only the initial sections (intros) of songs.9 Applying the automatic chorus-section
detecting method would enable a digital listening station
to excerpt and store chorus sections. In the future, we
hope to see digital listening stations in music stores upgrade to functions such as those of SmartMusicKIOSK.
• Music thumbnail
The ability to playback just the beginning of a chorus (preview) would provide added convenience when browsing
through a large set of songs or when presenting search results of music information retrieval. This function can be
treated as a music version of the image thumbnail, and
it can utilize front portions of choruses extracted by the
chorus-section detecting method.

As a general interface for music playback, we can see SmartMusicKIOSK as adding an interface that targets structural
sections of a song as operational units in contrast to the conventional interface (e.g., CD player) that targets only songs
as operational units. In this conventional interface, songs of
no interest to the listener could easily be skipped, but skipping sections of no interest within a particular song was not
as easy. An outstanding advantage of the SmartMusicKIOSK
interface is the ability to “listen to any part of a song whenever one likes” without having to follow the timeline of the
original song. Extending this idea, it would be interesting to
add a “shuffle play” function in units of musical sections by
drawing an analogy from operation in song units.

• Computer-based media players
Media players have recently come to add a variety of
functions such as exchangeable appearance (skins) and
music-synchronized animation in the form of geometrical drawings that move synchronously with waveforms
and frequency spectrums during playback. No essential
progress, however, has been seen in the interface itself.
We hope not only that our interface will be adopted by various media players, but also that other approaches of reexamining the entire functional makeup of music-playback
interfaces will follow.

While not expected when building this interface, an interesting phenomenon has appeared for situations that permit longterm listening as opposed to trial listening. Specifically, we
have found a tendency to listen to music in a more analytical fashion compared to past forms of music appreciation
when a listener can interactively change the playback position
while viewing the structure of a musical piece. For example,
listeners have been observed to check the kind of structure
possessed by an entire piece, to listen to each section in that
structure, and to compare sections that repeat. Another finding is that the visualization of a song’s structure has proven
to be interesting and useful for listeners who just would like
to appreciate music without jumping round.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have examined the concept of interactive interfaces for trial listening of music and have proposed SmartMusicKIOSK as a music listening station that makes it easy
for listeners to play an active role in music playback. SmartMusicKIOSK enables the listener to jump as desired to the
beginning of chorus sections and other repeated sections in
a song and to simultaneously view the arrangement of those
sections for the whole song. We have also proposed an automatic chorus-section detecting method called RefraiD to obtain such sections and have confirmed its effectiveness in our
experiments using 100 songs from the RWC Music Database.

When engaging in trial listening, a listener first wants to listen to the song’s chorus and then wants to know the overall
mood of the song. SmartMusicKIOSK enables a listener to
catch the mood of a song in a relatively short time by provid-

9 In Japan, a service for making digital excerpts for on-line listening stations started in 2001.
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Actual operation of a SmartMusicKIOSK system revealed
that not only was it convenient for trial listening but that it
also served as a totally new kind of music-playback interface
providing a way of listening to music heretofore not experienced.

11. Masataka Goto, Ryo Neyama, and Yoichi Muraoka.
RMCP: Remote music control protocol — design and
applications —. In Proc. of Intl. Computer Music Conf.,
pages 446–449, 1997.
12. Rumi Hiraga. Case study: A look of performance expression. In Proc. of IEEE Visualization 2002, pages
501–504, 2002.

In the future, we plan to work on the various extensions to
SmartMusicKIOSK discussed in Section 6. Future work will
also include research on new directions of making interaction
between people and music even more active and enriching.

13. Rumi Hiraga, Shigeru Igarashi, and Yohei Matsuura.
Visualized music expression in an object-oriented environment. In Proc. of Intl. Computer Music Conf., pages
483–486, 1996.
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